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LOVE-waves in Stratified Three Layers 

K yozi T AZIME and Hiroshi OKADA 
(Received June 6. 1958) 

Abstract 

The complete expression for the amplitude of LovE-waves is derived. by which 
it is possible easily to calculate numerically not only the dispersion curve but also the 
amplitude function. Some examples of numerical calculation for the dispersion curve, 
amplitude function and the amplitude distribution in the layers are exhibited. 

1. Introduction 

Surface waves. that is LovE-waves and RAYLEIGH and SEzAwA-waves, play 
a great role in seismic records. LovE-waves in stratified two layers have 
been fully studied theoretically by many students. RAYLEIGH and SEZAWA
waves in two layers have also been investigated by several authorities. In 
seismic prospecting RAYLEIGH and SEzAWA-waves are very important for 
the study of the back ground noise as well as of the r~fraction shooting. 

However, theoretical treatments of these waves, especially the latter, 
in more layers are very troublesome. The present authors have undertaken 
theoretical considerations of LovE-waves in three layers which will be able 
to represent some interesting characters common to general surface waves in 
multiple stratified layers, extending the treatments from two to three layers. 

The notations in the present paper will follow those used in the previous 
paper l ). The suffixes, 1, 2 and :3 mean respectively the quantities belonging 
to the first, the second and the third layers. 

2. Displacements of SH-waves in three layers 

When displacements of SH-waves are written 

~j (t, x, z), where j = 1, 2 and 3, 

these values must satisfy the next equation 

0
2 

'ljPj = ftj T"12 .r •. 
. 0 t2 pj v 'i' J' 

Taking the space-coordinates as those illustrated in Fig. 1, 

(1) 

(2) 
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Fig. 1. The subsurface under consideration. 

equation (2) can have the following particular solution: 

'ljrj = ei(wt-hl (Ajei~jz+Bje-i~jz). 

where 

and w as well as f may have respectively any complex values. 

(3) 

(4) 

Considering, however, the physical condition under which 'ljrj might not 
be infinity even if t should become infinitely large, one must have the ex
pression as to w; 

w = w-iw where wand ware positive real. (5) 

There exist, moreover, two physical conditions: one is that the displace
ment is chosen to be the progressive wave in the direction of r=(x2+z2)1/2 and 
the other is that the displacement might not be infinity even if x shoud become 
infinitely large. Taking up these two conditions, "SOMMERFERD'S radiation 
conditions"2), the complex values of ~ and'l"}j must be expressed respectively 
as follows: 

(6) 

where t, ~ iij and TJj, are respectively positive real. 
The remaining condition is that the third layer is extending infinitely 

in the direction of z, that is, there is no reflecting plane below the third 
layer. Therefore no wave proceeding in the negative direction of z can exist 
in the third layer, if z is larger than E, the depth of the source of SH-waves. 
For this reason, As in (3) must be taken as zero in the present problem. 

Now the displacement in each layer will be written from (3) as follows: 
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VI = ei(wt-h) (AI ei~lZ+Bl e-i~lZ) , 

V2 = ei(wt-~x) (A2 ei~2Z+B2 e-i~2Z) , 

V3 = ei (wi-h) Ba e-i~3z . 

3. Displacements due to the original wave from a line 
source 
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When the line source lies in O~E~Hl' the displacement of the original 
SH-wave may conveniently be written by 

Vo = [00 ei{wt-h+~l (E-z)) d!; , 
.1-00 , Jl1 

z ~E . (8) 

Because this is a cylindrical wave having its origin at E, (7) will also 
become cylindrical waves by means of the same operation as that used in 
(8). 

If one considers the original wave at first, (7) can be taken as the secondary 
waves generated respectively from the boundary planes at z=O, HI and 

H 1 +H2 • 

Now the boundary conditions are stated as follows: stress must be zero on 
z=O, and displacements as well as stresses must be continuous on z=H1 

and HI + H 2' namely 

A 1-BI =- e-i~lE, 

Al ei~lHl+Bl e-i~IHI-A2 ei~2H2-B2 e-i~2H2 =- ei~l(E-Hl), 

Al ei~lHI-BI e-i~lHI-A2 (/-L2 YJ 2/lh YJI) ei~2H2 

+B2 (/-L2 7J2/f11 7JI) e-i~2Hz = ei'll(E-Hl) , 

A2 ei~2(Hl+H2)+B2 e-i~2(Hl+H2)-B3 e-i~3 (H1+H2) = 0 , 

A2 ei~2(Hl+H2)-B2 e-i~2(Hl+H2) +Ba (f1aYJa! f12 7J2) e-i~3(Hl+H2) = 0 . 

(9) 

Denoting the determinant constructed from the coefficients of the 
arbitrary constants in (9) as D, it is calGulated as follows: 

D= 
-1 0 0 0 

ei~lHl e-i~lHl -ei~2Hl -e-i~2Hl 0 
ei~lHl -e- iq l H l - ((-l27J2! f117Jl)ei~2Hl ((-l2YJ2! /-L17J l)e- i 'l2H l 0 

0 0 ei~2(Hl+H2) e-':'12(Hl+H2) -e-i~3(Hl+H2) 

0 0 ei '12\H1+H2) -e- i'12(Hl+ H 2) (/-La7Ja! /-L2YJ2)e-i~3(Hl+H~) 
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= e-i~3(Hl+H2) 
e-i~lHl -ei~lHl 0 0 0 

. 1 -1 -1 0 
1 -1 - (/-1a'YJd f.L1'YJ1) (f.L2'YJ 2/ f.L1'YJ1) 0 

0 0 ei~2H2 e-i~2H2 -1 
0 0 ei~2H2 -e-i~2H2 (f.La'YJa/ /-12'YJ 2) 

= e-i~3(Hl+H2) ei(~lHl+~2H2) 
e-2i~lHl - 1 0 0 0 

1 -1 -1 0 
1 -1 -(/-12'YJ2/f.L1'YJ1) (f.L2'YJ 2//-G1'YJ1) 0 
0 0 1 e-2':~2H2 -1 I 
0 0 _e-2i~2H2 (f.La'YJ3/ f.L 2'YJa) 

= ! e-i~3(Hl+H2)ei(~lHl+q2H2) 
e-2i~lHl - 1 0 0 0 

2 0 - (1 + f.Lz'YJd f.L1'YJ1) -(I-f.L2'YJdf.L1'YJ1) 0 
0 -2 I-f.L2'YJ 2/f.L1'YJ1 1+f.L2'YJ~/f.Ll'YJl 0 
0 0 2 0 -(l-f.La'YJa/f.Lz'YJ2) 

0 0 0 2e-2i~2H2 1 + f.La'YJa/ f.L 2'YJ2 

= e-i~3(Hl+H2) ei(~lHl+~2H2) {K12 e-2i~lHl+ K 23 e- 2i (~lHl+~2H2) 

-(l+K12K23e-2'~2H2)} {1+(f.LZ'YJZ/f.Ll?]l)} {l+(f.La'YJa!f.La?]z)}, 

in which 
(to) 

K12 = {1-(/-12'YJd f.L1'YJ1) }/{l + (f.L2'YJ 2/ f.L1'YJ1)} , 

K 23 = {l-(f.La'YJa/f.L2'YJ2)}/{l+(f.La'YJa/f.Lz'YJ2)}' 
} (11) 

K12 and K 2a mean reflecting coefficients of SH-waves respectively on the 
boundaries from the first to the second layer and from the second to the third 
layer. 

Calculating each constant contained in (9), one has 

AID= 

o o 
o 

ei~l(E-Hl) '--e-i~lHl - (f.L2'YJd f.L1'YJ1) e i 'YJ2Hl (f.L2'YJ 2/ f.L1'YJ1) e-i~2Hl 0 
o 0 ei~2(Hl+lf2) e-i~2(Hl+H2) -e-iq3(Hl+H2) 

o o 
= - (ei~lE + e-i~lE) {K12e-2i~lHl+ K 2a e-2i(~lHl+~iH<)} e-i~3(Hl+H") ei(~lHl+~2H2) 

. (1 + (f.L2'YJ 2/ f.Ll'71)} {l + (f.La'7a/ /-12'72)} , 
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B1D = -[ei~1E {Ku e-2i~1H1+K23 e-2i(~1H1+~2H2)}+e-inE(1 + K l2K 23 e-2i~2H2)J 

. e-i~3(H!+ H2)ei ('11H1 +~2H2) {1 + (lt2YJ2! Itl YJl )} {1 + (lta'73/ 1t2YJ 2)} , 

A2D = -2 (e i'l1E +e-i~lE) e-i~3(H1+H2) e-i~2(Hj+H2) {I- (lt3YJ3! 1t2YJ2) } , 

BaD = -2 (ei'l1E +e-i~jE) e-i~3(H1+H2) e-i~2(H1+H2) {I + (ltaYJa! fJ-2YJa) } , 

B3D =-4 (ei~1E+e-;'l1E). 

Putting (10) into the above expressions, one has 

Al = (ei~1E+e-i~1E) {K12 e-2i~lH1+K23e-2i(7IlH1+~2H2)}!F(i;, w) , 
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Bl = [ei~1E{K12e-2i~1H1+K23e-2i(~1H1+~2H2)}+e-i~1E(1 +KI2K23e-2i~2H2)J!F(i;,w), 

A2 = (ei~lE+e-i~1E) e-i('1IH1+~2H2)e-i~2(H1+H2)K23 (l+K12)!F(i;, w), 

B2 = (ei~JE+e-i~lE) e-i(~IH1+~2H2)eiq2(H1+H2) (1 + K 12)/F\i;, w), 

B3 = (ei~IE+e-i'ljE) ei~3(H1+H2) e-i(~1HI+~2H2) (1 +K12) (1 +K23)/F (i;, w) , 

where 
F(f, WI = (1 +K12 K 23 e-2i~2Hz) -{K12 e-2i~1H1+K23 e-2i(~1Hj+~2H2)}. (12) 

Putting these values into (7) and employing the same integral as that in 
(8), one gains the displacements of SH-waves expressed as follows: 

+0++1 = 2 ~:ooei("'t-h) cos YJ1z [ei~IE {K12 e-2i~1H1 +K23 e-2i (~1H1+~2Hz)} 

+e-i~1E (I+K12K23e-2i'lzHz)] {F(i;,w)}-1 Idi;/r;1) ' O;;£z;;£E, (13) 

+0++1 = 2 ~:ooei("'t-~X) cos YJIE [ei~1Z{K12 e-2i~JH1+K23e-2i(~IH1+~2Hz)} 

+e-iw (1 + K 12K 23 e-2i~2H2)J {F(i;, w) }-1(di;/171) , E;;£z;;£H1 , (14) 

+2 = 2 ~:ooei ("'t-~x) cos YJ1E. e-i(~1H1+~2H2) (1 +K12) [K23 ei'1dz-(H1+H2)) 

+e- i '12(.-(H1+ H2))J {F (i;, w) }-1 (di;/r;l) , (15) 

+3 = 2 ~:ooei("'t-~X) cos 171E. e- i713(z- (H1+ H2)) e- i ('11 H1+'12H2) (1 +K12) (1 +K23) 

. {F(i;, W) }-1(di;jYJ1) . (16) 

4. Characteristic equation 

If the next equation, 

F(i;,w)=O, 

is satisfied with i;, this i; is a ploe of the integrals from (13) to (16). 
By now, wand i; are taken as any complexes respectively expressed in 

(5) and (6). If W*O in (5), the amplitude of the wave will be damped with 
increase of time. As the present problem does not consider such a case, 
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w = 0 (IS) 

will be assumed in (5). 

Combining (IS) with (4), (5) and (6), the next conditions will also be 
obtained: 

a = 7Jj ~j = 0 . 119) 

If t=!=O in (19), [ must be zero and the wave cannot progress in x

direction. If this case will be disregarded, f must not be zero, namely 

(20) 

Equation (17) cannot be the characteristic equation of LovE-waves 
until it meets the conditions of (IS) and (20). 

Using (12) and (17), the characteristic equation of LovE-waves in three 
layers can be written as follows: 

F (~, (v) = (1 +K12 K 2a e- 2i>12H2)-{K12 e-2':l11Hl+K2a e- 2i ('11 H l+'12 H a)} = 0 (21) 

'or 

(22) 

which can be rewritten by use of (11) 

t H - (. fL2YJ 2 ) i {tan YJ 2H c (ifLaYJa/ fL2 YJ2)} 
an YJ1 1 - t /Ll'fJ1 - 1 + (ifLaYJ a/fL2'fJ2) tan 'fJ2H;:' (23) 

Denoting here 

tan 012 = i _ fL2'fJ2 
. fLl'fJl 

and (24) 

(23) will become 

tan 'fJ1H1 = i tan 012 tan {YJ1Hl (~:~:) -02a}. (25) 

Recalling 

~ = ~ {1-(V2/V1)2 (V1/C)2 }1/2 and 
YJ1 V2 1-(vI/c)2 

one sees the right hand side of (25) to consist of functions of 'fJIH 1 alone, if 
the conditions of underground and vI/c are given. 

Therefore Yj1H1 corresponding to any vI/c will be found from intersect
ing points of the two curves respectively obtained from the left and the right 
hand sides of (25), Yj1H 1 being a parameter. Because 
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wHdv1 can be easily calculated if vdc and YJ1H1 are known. Thus by the 
calculation of wHdvl for various vt/c, the dispersion curve may be drawn. 

5. Classification in the type of the amplitude distribution 

According to (19), each YJ1, YJ2 and YJa is real or purely imaginary. If YJa in 
(23) is assumed to be real, neither YJ1 nor YJ2 can be real or purely imaginary. 
If YJa is purely imaginary, on the contrary, each YJ1 and YJ2 can be either real 
or purely imaginary. Therefore, from (19), the following combinations alone 
will be possible: 

(i) (ii) (iii) 
----~ 

7]1 S 7]1 S -iY]1 E 

-iY]2 E 7]~ S 7]2 S 
(26) 

-iY]a E -iY]3 E -iY]a E 

in which notations of Sand E are correspondent to those used by SAT0 3 ). 

Putting (26) into (24) and (25), one has each characteristic equation 
corresponding to the above three types of the amplitude distribution. 

(i) tan 812 = (/"'2Y]2)j(J-L17]1), tanh 82a = (J-LaY]3)/(J-L2Y]2), 023 = i8 23 , 

tan 7]1II1 = tan 312 tanh {7]1H 1 ( ~~~~ ) + 823} , 

(ii) tanh 812 = (J-L27] 2) / (J-L17]1) , tan 823 = (J-L3Y] a) / (J-L27]2) , 012 = i8 12 , 

tan 7]1H1 =-tanh 812 ta~ {7]1H1 ( ~~~ ) -823 } , 

(iii) tan 812 = - (J-L27]2) j (J-L1Y]1) , tan 823 = (J-L3Y] 3) j (J-L27]2) , 

tanh Y]1H1 = tan 812 tan {Y]1H1 ( ~:~~) -823} , 

where 

(27) 

7]j=t{(cjVj)2-1}1/2 and Y]j = l{1-(cjvj)2P/2. (28) 

A little attention must be paid to (i) among (27), because 823 cannot have 
any solution if (J-L3Y] 3) j (J-L2Y]2) > 1: In this case tanh 823 must be replaced by 
coth 823 , that is 

(i') coth 823' = (J-L3Y]3) j (J-L2Y]2) , namely cot 023' = - tan 023 , 023' = i8 23'. (29) 

Due to this replacement another equation in (i) among (27) must also 
change its form to 

tan 7]1H1 = tan 812 coth {7]1H1 ( ~:Z: ) +8 22'}. 
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In (ii) among (27) 812 cannot have any solution, if (fL2?J2)/(fLI7h»1. The 
similar replacement to the above must be adopted for (ii) among (27). Thus 
one has 

(ii') coth 8'12= (fL2'fJ2) /(fLl?Jl) ' namely c~~ 012' = -tan 012 , 0' 12=i8' 12, l 
t - H - th ~ 't r - H (7]2H 2) "'} (29) an 7]1 I--CO °12 an 17]1 1 ?JIHI -°23 , 

It will be worth while to see that 0' in (29) is connected to 0 in (27) by 

0= 0'-7t/2. (30) 

It must be noticed, in the characteristic equations among (27) and (29), 
that tan ?JIHI is a periodic function, though tanh ?JIHI is not one. Owing 
to the periodicity of tan ?JIHI' the dispersion curve will have many branches in 
higher orders. 

6. Displacements of LOVE-waves 

LOVE-waves are to be calculated from the pole of the integrand from 
(13) to (16), expressions of general SH-waves. Thus LovE-waves in each 
layer may be expressed as follows: 

['Vro + 'Vrl]LoVE = tti X (residue) 
= 4 tti ei("'t-~x) cos 711E cos 71Iz(1 +K12K23-2i~2H2) 

/ {71IFdE, w)} , 
['Vr2]LoVE = 27ti ei(wt"':'h) cos 711E· e-i(~IHl+>12H2)(1 +KI2) {K23 ei>12(Z- HI- H 2) (31) 

+e-i~2(Z-HI-H2)}/{ 71IF~ (f, w)}, 
['Vr3]LoVE = 27ti ei (wt-h) cos 71IE· e-i>13(z- HI-H2) e- i(>11 H l +>12H2) (1 +KI2 ) 

'. (1+K23)/{711F df,w)}. 

On the other hand, one sees in (21) 

U = dw/dE; =-F~ (E;, w)/F 00 (E;, w) , (32) 

in which U means group velocity; it is possible to obtain the next relation 
from (32); 

w(b-+)=- Fd1,w) (w 0:' +E; o~ )F(f,w), 

where 

(w :w + E; :E;) (~> .~:) = 0 and (w o~ + t; :t;) 71j = 71j • 

Performing the operation of (33) on (21), one has 
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or 

('6- - Vel ){ 1- (~lJrl/2=- 17lF:(~, w) {17lH l (1 + K 12K 23 e-2i~2H2) 
+ l'J2H 2 (1-K12 e-2i~lHl)}. (35) 

By means of (35), (31) will be rewritten as 

['l}ro+'l}rllLovE =_ei("'t-~x) cos l'JlE cos l'Jlz·27l' (vdU-vde) 
.{1-(vde)2}-1/2.p, 

['l}r2]LvVE =- ei(wt-~x) cos l'JlE·27l'(vdU-vde) {1-(vde)2}-1 2 
.{q ei~2(Z-Hl) +r e-i'12(Z-Hl)}J2 , (36) 

['l}r3]LoVE =_ei(wt-h) cos l'JlE· e-i~3(z-HI-H2). 2 7l' (vllU -vde) 

in which 

. {1- (vlle)2}-1/2. sj2 , 

p = 1 + K 12K 23 e-2i~2H2 
17lHl (1 + K 12K 23 e 2i'12Hz) + 172H-;tI-K12 e-2i~lHlr' 

q = e- i'1IHl(l + K 12)K23 e-2i~2H2 
17lHl (1 + K 12K 23 e-2i~2H2) + 172H2 (l-K12 e- 2i'11Hl). ' 

e-i~lHl(l +K12) 
r = ~--"T'T-'-;;--C-"T7-<n 

l'JlHl (1 + K 12K 23 e 2i"'2H2) +172H 2-(1-K12 e- 2i'1lHl) , 

s = _~~~e-i(~lHl+'12H2) (1 + K 12) (1 + K23)~~~~ 
17lHl (1 + K 12K 23 e- 2i'12H2) +l'J2H;-(1-K12 e-2i~lHl) . 

(37) 

As in (36), calculations containing complex values wiU be necessary. 
To avoid this difficulty, more considerations must be continued. 

At first K12 and K 23 in (37) will, by means of (11) and (24), be expressed 
respectively by 812 and by 023 as follows: 

K = 1 +i tan 012 = e2i512 and K = e2iS23 
12 l-i tan 012 23' (38) 

Then one will have, from (25), the next useful relation: 

(39) 

Therefore, from (38) and (39), one gets 

l-K12e- 2i'11Hl _ 1-e2i(S12-~lHl) 

1 + K
12

K 23 e- 2iq2H2 ,- 1 +e2i512 e. 2i('12H2- 523) 1 +e2i512 e- 2i('12 H2- 523) 

_ 1 = _ i sin 2 012 (40) 
1+e-2i512e-2i('12H2-.523). cos 2 012 + cos 2 (l'J2H 2-023) , 
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e-i~IHI (1 +K12) 

T-tK12K 23 e-2i~2H2 

e-i(~IHl+~2H2) (1 +KI2) (1 +K23) 

1 + K12K23 e-2'~2H2 
e-i(~IHI+~2H2) (1 +e2iSI2) (1 +e2i52i» 

1 +e2,S12 e-2i(~2H2-523) 

COS 'l'J1H I cos 023 
cos ~'l'J2H2-023) • 

(42) 
Thus (37) can be transformed to 

p = _1_ {l-i 'l'J 2H 2 • ___ sin 2012 ___ }-l 
"\HI 'l'J1H1 cos 2 012+COS 2 ('YJ 2H 2-023) , 

r = p.ei(~2H2 520) -cos 'YJ1Hl_ 
cos ('YJ 2H 2-023) 

s = 2p. cos 'YJ1H1 cos ~~ 
cos (n 2H 2-023) 

(43). 

q ei~2(Z-HI) +r e-i~2(Z-IiI) = p {ei~2(Z -HI) e-2'i(~2H2-S2i» 

+e-i~2(Z-Iil)} ei(q2H2-52i» cos "hH1 
cos ('YJ 2H 2-023) 

= 2p cos 'YJ1H1 cos{'YJ2 (Z-Hl)-('YJ2H2-023)} 
cos ('YJ 2H 2-023) 

At last, using (43), (36) arrives at a more convenient form: 

[~h+'\hlLovE =-271A (1;). ei(wt-h) cos 'YJ 1E cos 'YJ1z , I 
[~hlLovE =-2 7lA (~) ei(wt-h) 

. cos 'lIEI cos 'lIHI ~os {'l'J2 (z-H1-H2)+023}/COS ('l'J2H 2-023), (44) 
[~fralLovE =-2 7lA (~) ei(wt-~x) e-i~3(Z-HI-H2) . 

·cos 'YJ1E cos 'l'J1H1 cos 023/COS ('l'J 2H 2-023) , 

where 

(45) 

may be called the amplitude function of LovE-waves in three layers, because 
it has some analogies to that in two layers. 

7. Practical expressions of LOVE-waves 

Now, 012 and 023 may be real or purely imaginary, as was seen in (27) and 
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(29), so (38) must be classified, in practice, as follows in the similar manner 
to (26): 

(i) K12 = e2i312 and K 23 = e-2~23, 

(i') K12 = e2i312 and K 23 =-e-23'23 , 

(ii) K12 = e- 23 12 and K 23 = e2iSn (46) 
(ii'l K12 = -e-2~'12 and K 23 = e2i3 23 , 

(iii) K12 = e2i312 and K 23 = e2i323. 

Corresponding to (46), the above expressions (44) and (45) must be classi

fied in practice to the various cases; 

(i) [%+"h]LoVE = -2 7tA (~) cos 'ihE cos 7hz, 

[o/2]LoVE =-2 7tA (f) cos 'hE COS'iJIHl 
·cosh {-fJ2 (z-H1-H2) + 823 }/cosh (fJ2H 2+ 823) , 

[o/3lLoVE =-27tA (~) cos'iJlEcos'iJlHle-~3(Z-Hl-H2) 

. cosh 823/cosh (fJ2H 2+ 823) , 
where 

2 7tA (~) = I!l. (:EL - :EL) {l-( :EL)2}-1 {l- ~2H2 
HI U c \ C '71Hl 

sin 2812 }-l 
. cos 2 012 + cosh (fJ2H2+823) . 

(i') cos {172(Z-H1-H2)+023}/COS (172H2-023) 

= sinh {-fJ2 (z-Hc H 2)+82a'}/sinh (fJ2H2+8 23') , 

cos 023/COS (172H2-023) = sinh 823 ' /sinh (fJ2H2+8 23') , 

i 172H2 . sin 2012 _ fJ2H2 
171HI COS2012+cos~,f(l]2H2-023r - 7JIH l 

cos 2012-cosh2 (fJ2H2+ 823') 

(ii) [o/O+o/l]LOVE =-2 7tA (~) cos 'iJIE cos 'iJIZ, 
[o/2]LOVE = - 2 7lA (~) cos 'iJIE cos 'iJIH 1 

.COS{'iJ2 (z-Hc H2) +8 23 } /cos ('iJ2H2-od , 

[o/3]LoVE =-2 7lA (~) cos 'iJIE COS'iJIHI e-?3(Z- HI-H2) cos 823/COS('iJ2H2-823) , 

where 
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(ii') i 'YJ 2H 2 • sin 2 012 _ fJ2H2 
'YJ1H1 COS 2 012 + cos 2 ('YJ 2H2-02a ) - fJ1H1 

sinh 2 312 ' 

-cosh 2812 + cos 2 (fJ2H2-82,) 

(iii) ['l/ro+'1h]LoVE =-2 nA (f:) cosh fJIE cosh fJIZ, 

['l/r2]LvVE = -2 nA (1;) cosh fJIE cosh fJIHl 

·cos ffJ2 (Z-HI-H2) + 82S}/cos (fJ2H2-8 23) , 
['l/ra]LovE = -2 nA (1;) cosh fJIE cosh YJIHI e-~, (z-HI-H2)cos823/COS(fJ2H 2-82a) , 

where 

2nA (1;) = ~ (~l __ ~){(~)2_1}-1{1+ ~2H2 
HI U C C 7)IH I 

sin 2812 }-l 
• cos2012+cos2(fJ2H2-023) • 

In the above expression of LovE-waves, the common coefficient of 

exp f i(cot-1;x)} is omitted. 

8. Some special cases 

When c=v2, 'YJ2 is zero and the right hand side of (25) becomes indeterminate, 
due to the next relation: 

(47) 

One must calculate the limitting value of it. For this purpose it is more con
venient to use (23) in place of (25). At the limit of 'YJ2=O, (23) will be trans
formed to 

(48) 

It is very easy to find 'YJIHI which is satisfied by (48), because the right . . 
hand side of (48) is a straight line, contrary to the trigonometric function as 

that was in (25), with respect to 'YJIHI' 
Also in (45), 

is indeterminate, if 'YJ2=O is put in directly. However, 

limf3=(H2 ._1-e-2i'llHl){2i~(fJ,I:'1 + fJ,1'YJ1 H2-i)}-1 
'12~O .HI 'YJ1 {.l1'fJ1 fJ,a7)a fJ,2 
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H2 ttl l-e-2inlHl 1 
= HI . -;;; . 2 i . cot YJIHI-i ' 

by means of (48). Thus one has, at last. 

lim {3 H 2 ttl· 2 Y> H = - . -~ SIn °'1 I 
'12~O HI tt2 

in which (r;IHI)c=V2 was already obtained from (48). 

and 

It is very easy to find the next values from (i) and (ii.) in (27), 

TVdHI = 0 

TvdHl = (2jn) {1-(vt/va)2}t!2 

for c = VI 

for c = Va 

where n means the order of LOVE-waves. 
When C=Vt. in the case 6f (iii), YJI is zero and (21) is reduced to 

l-K2a e- 2in,H2 = ° 
or tan YJzHz = i (tts1'Ja)/(tta1'Jz) • 
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(49) 

} (50) 

(51) 

It is very easy to find the value of (TvdHI)c=Vl' getting 1'J2H2 satisfied by 
(51). 

Also in (45); 

( 
I I \ 

2 7lA (~) = 0) U - c- ) . {3' , 

{J' = ~l_ . 1 + K 12K Z3 e- 2i
'12

H
2 

YJ I YJIH 1 (1 + K 12K 23 e- 2i'12H2) +1'J2H 2 (1-K12 e- 2i'llHl) 

is indeterminate, if YJl=O is put in directly. However, 

Thus one has, at last, 

in which (r;2H2)C-Vl was already obtained from (51). 

and 

It is very easy to find the next values from (iii) and (ii) in (27), 

TvdHI =0 
Tvt/HI = (2/n) {l-(vdva)2}1 a 

for C = V 2 

for C = Va. 

If HzlH .. =O, it being that Hz=O, (21) will be reduced to 

} (53) 
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F (" w) = 1- K12+K2L e-2i~lHl = I-K l3 e-2i~lHl = ° I 
I+K12K a3 ' (54) 

in which K13 = {I-(!La1Ja)/(/'/'l'7l)}/{I+(!L31Ja)/(!Ll'7I)} 

is considered to be the reflecting coefficient between the first and the third 
layers. The equation of (54) is nothing but the characteristic equation in 
two layers, the first and the third. 

If HdHl"=oo, it being that Hl=O, (21) will be reduced to 

(55) 

This is also .nothing but the characterisitc equation in two layers, the second 
and the third. 

9. Numerical calculations of the dispersion curve 

If the densities are equal in every layer, namely 

(56) 

the following four combinations of rigidities in the underground are to be 
considered for the existence of LovE-waves; 

(A) f.Ll<f.La<f.La; f.Ldf.Ll> 1 and f.La/ !La> 1, 

1 (B) !L2 < !Ll <1-'3 ; IL2!1L1 < 1 and 1-'3//'/'2>1, 
(57) (C) !La<f.La<f.Ll; f.LZ/l-'l< 1 and f.Ldf.Lz>I, 

J (D) 1-'1<f.La<f.La; f.Ldf.Ll> 1 and f.La/f.Lz<I, 

among which the former two cases alone will be calculated here. 
Case (A) from (57) may have the types (i) and (ii) in (26). On the other 

1.0 "' ......... _ ... _ ... 2.0'----:======i5.~O== 
10 .,....... ...- ... ----

e/v. 

// .... 

/ ----... _ ..... ' 
°O~~------~--------~IO~------~15~-------72~O----

- Tv'/H. 

Fig. 2. (a). 
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o 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 
TU/H, 

Fig. 2. (e). 

hand, case (B) may have the types (iii) and (ii). Dispersion curves have been 
calculated by any proper formula selected from among (27) and (29). 

Four examples are shown in Fig. 2, the parameter being H 2/H1• 

Group velocities, obtained graphically by phase velocities, are also shown 
in Fig. 2 by broken lines. Group velocity may have two minima; one is 
near Tvd H 1 =4 and another is near T(vd HI +vd H 2) =4. The former corre
sponds to that in two layers previously investigated!). The latter has appeared 
for the first time and is illustrated clearly in Fig. 3 where !La/!L2 is kept 30. 
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Fig. 2. 

5.0 

TV,jH, 

Fig. 2. (d). 

Dispersion curves in three stratified layers. 

and 1-'3/1-'2=30, (b) 1-'2/1-'1=30 and l-'a/1-'2=30, 
and l-'a/u2=30, (d) 1-'2/1-'1 = 1/3 and l-'a/1-'2=30. 

50 

(a) 1-'2/1-'1=4 

(c) 1-'2/1-'1=1/16 

60 

Fig. 3. The period corresponding to the second minimum group velocity. 
l-'a/1-'2=30. Parameter; H 2 /H1· 

10. Numerical calculation of the amplitude function 

By using Fig. 2 and eq .. (45), one can easily calculate the amplitude func-
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tion as illustrated in Fig. 4. 
Each curve in Fig. 4 may have two maxima, corresponding respectively 

to the two minimum group velocities. The first maximum of the amplitude 
function in three layers seems to have some correspondence to the maximum 
of the amplitude function in two layers. The second maximum of it has 
appeared for the first time in the present case. The period cOlTesponding to 

15 

10 

2"A 

O~ ______ L-____ ~ __ ~~~~ ____ ~ ______ -L ______ -L ______ ~~= 

o 2 4 ~ 8 10 
I 

12 - TVt/Ht 
-'--------'- I I 

30 3.S 30 3.S 3.0 3.S T/(-6-',+~) 
, H./H, = I ) ( Iob/H," 2) ( H7jHI" 5 I 

Fig. 4. (a). 

so 

40 

0.\ 

,.' 
20 

" °0~------~1.70--======2~.O===------3L.0----~-----4.LO~I~~I--I~5.~0-2~ __ --~ITv.-,/JLH' 
T/(llH!ll -- 3.0 3.3 2.5 3.0 

(2.0> (5.0> 

Fig. 4. (b). 
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Fig. 4. (e). 

30 
1
40 50 - TV,/H, 

3.5 ( !S.O) 4.5 - T/i~:+~p 

Fig. 4, (d). 

Fig. 4. The amplitude function in three stratified layers. Parameter; HdHl 

the second maximum of the amplitude function is very similar to that in 
Fig. 3. Changing the abscissa from fLdfLl to HdHl> the relation is shown by 
Fig. 5. 

11. Numerical calculation of the amplitude distribution 

Using the relation between period and phase velocity and that between 
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Fig. 5. The period corresponding to the second maximum of the 
amplitude function. 
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period and the amplitude function, one can calculate amplitude distribution 
within the layers directly from (44). Fig. 6 shows that distribution for 

several periods. 

12. Remarks 

From the more general view point, "the apparent reflecting coefficient" 
by ABELES is expressed as follows 4 ) : 

and 

where 

Rj,j+l + !1?,j+1,j+2 ('1-j-1) e-2i~j+1Hi+l 
!1?, j ,j+1 (n-j) = --.-'-'~'---~'-'---"~"--cc-,--c--,--~~~.---

1 + Rj,j+1 !1?,j+l,j+2,n-j -l) e-2i~j+1HjH 

!1?,n,n+l(O) = Rn,:>+l , 

n; total number of superficial layers, 
i; number of layers counted from the surface of the earth, 

(58) 

(59) 

n-i; number of layers between the .i th and the (n-l) th layers, the 
latter being semi-infinite, 

R; ordinary reflecting coefficient at the boundary of two layers 
extending semi-infinitely. 

There are two superficial layers in the present problem, so n=2 in (58) 

and (59); 
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1.75 2.36 2.75 102 3.20 3.40 161 

Hz/H, ~ 2.0 

1.0. 
H./H, =0.2 -2.0 w 

0.61 1.18 1.88 2.81 168 3.92 4.19 4.59 

Hz/H, = 5.0 

8 

Fig. 6. (a). fl2/fll=4, fl3/fl2=30. 
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Fig. 6. Amplitude distribution in three layers. 
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R 1,2+ tn 2 ,3(O) e-2i~2H2 

1 +R1,2 tn 2 ,3(O) e 2i'12H2 

R1,2+ R 2,3 e-2i~2H2 
1 +R1,2 R 2,3 e- 2i'12 H 2 

(60) 

On the other hand, the characterisitc equation of LovE-waves in two 
stratified layers (n=l) was already known; 

(61) 

Using the apparent reflecting coefficient R 1 ,2(1) in (60) in place of the 
ordinary reflecting coefficient Kl2 in (61), the layer below the second will be 
taken into account by itself. Thus one has 

(62) 

Putting (62) into (60) and rewriting R 1,2 and R 2,3 respectively as K12 and 
K 28 , one has 

(63) 

which is the same as (22). 
In order to obtain the characteristic equation alone, the just above 

method must be more convenient than that by which (22) was arrived at. 
However the expression of the amplitude cannot be gotten by these simple 
replacements5 ) • 

In the present paper, the zeroth order of LOVE-waves alone has been 
treated. Other calculations will be shown in the next paper where physical 
considerations as to results of the calculations will also be given. 
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